Abstract-This paper addresses the adaptive autocorrelation approach for the fingerprinting-based distance dependent positioning algorithms (DDPAs) in wireless local area network (WLAN) indoor environment. As far as we know, although the DDPAs, like nearest neighbor (NN), K nearest neighbors (KNN) and weighted KNN (WKNN) algorithms, have been widely utilized for the indoor and outdoor location based services (LBS), the guarantee of location accuracy and precision has always been one of the significant compelling problems. Therefore, in response to this challenging task, the expected errors and associated confidence probabilities are mathematically deduced by the assumptions of logarithmic attenuation model and Gaussian distributions of received radio signal strength (RSS) at the receiver. However, because of the non line of sight (NLOS) property, time-varying interference and multipath effect, the measured radio strength varies a lot in the real-world indoor environment. Therefore, in order to fill this gap, a novel adaptive autocorrelation preprocessing approach is utilized to eliminate the singular strength from the original prestored radio map and improve the matching accuracy of DDPAs. Finally, compared with traditional DDPAs without adaptive autocorrelation preprocessing, the feasibility and effectiveness of the adaptive autocorrelation-based DDPAs are verified by approximately decreasing the average errors from 1.13m to 0.75m.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent shift from the seamless communication to high-speed user-centric context-aware computing has led to the significant requirement of ubiquitous LBS [1] . And in recent ten years, realization of convenient and efficient positioning and tracking applications has been the integral and crucial components of these ubiquitous computing applications. Although the Global Positioning System (GPS) and cellular based technologies have been widely studied for the location estimation in outdoor areas, the significant signal attenuation and serious multipath limit scope of application in indoor environment [2] . Therefore, in response to these compelling problems, much attention has been paid for the various indoor location systems. Examples include the assistant GPS (A-GPS) [3] , infrared radiation (IR) [4] , ultrasonic wave (UW) [5] , ultra wideband (UWB) [6] , radio frequency identification (RFID) [7] , Bluetooth [8] and ZigBee based indoor location systems [9] . However, they require specialized hardware and induce high maintenance costs [10] . Compared with these technologies, WLAN based positioning systems are deployed both in office and home environments by the reason of large ubiquitous coverage, requiring low installation and maintenance cost [11] .
And also, the three most representative WLAN indoor positioning systems are the Microsoft Research's RADAR [12] , University of California, LA's Nibble [13] and University of Maryland's Horus [14] . The first one uses the signal strength as an indication of spatial distance between the access points (APs) and receiver, and the receiver's coordinates are estimated by the nearest neighbor in signal space (NNSS). The second one is the original Bayes's theory based positioning system, and the Bayesian network is utilized to infer the receiver's location by quantizing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) into none, low, medium and high levels that are taken as the indication of corresponding location. The last one suggests a viable practical solution to the goals of high location accuracy and low calculation cost, and this system is unique by overcoming the variations in RSS and providing the correlation modeler, correlation handler, continuous space estimator and small-scale compensator. Other WLAN location determination systems can be found in [15] , [16] .
Normally, there are three stages for the construction of WLAN indoor location, including the network layout, location calculation and system maintenance [17] . Network layout mainly includes the optimization of APs' positions, establishment of radio map and channel allocation. The second stage significantly influences accuracy performance [18] . And the system maintenance focuses on the energy management, performance testing and modification of radio map by the replacement of APs or network interface card to enhance system adaptability.
To the best of our knowledge, almost all the existed location algorithms can be categorized into deterministic and probabilistic methods [19] . The former one includes the DDPAs and pattern matching algorithms (PMAs) [20] . The latter one is also called Bayes algorithm that converts posterior marginal probability to the priori probabilities. The purpose of PMAs is to construct the mapping relationship between the recorded multidimensional RSS or SNR at reference points (RPs) and 2 dimensional spatial coordinates by the efficient iterative training process. But, up to now, there is no theoretical analysis about the accuracy of the DDPAs. In other words, the performance differences and optimal parameters selection among different DDPAs are normally evaluated by the experiments. Therefore, in order to fill this gap, the expected errors and associated confidence probabilities are deduced for different DDPAs in this paper.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we describe an overview of mathematical model of current DDPAs. In Section 3, expected errors of NN, KNN and WKNN algorithms are analyzed in the condition of logarithmic Gaussian attenuation model. Section 4 discusses the autocorrelation and associated preprocessing results in detail. Section 5 compares the location performance by the traditional and adaptive autocorrelation-based DDPAs, respectively. Conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. NN Positioning Algorithm
In the last few years, much attention has been paid for the DDPAs. As the fundamental model of these algorithms and because of the low calculation cost, NN algorithm has been widely researched and utilized not only in the outdoor environments, also for the indoor location based services and applications. Based on the comparison between new recorded signal strength and pre-stored fingerprints in the radio map shown in Eq.(1), the
with the best similarity or matching ability will be selected as the estimated position . 
,
where,
Φ Γ denotes the set consisting of the front k elements of set D Γ in ascending order.
C. WKNN Positioning Algorithm
According to Eq.(2), there is no relativity between the weights and signal strength recorded at candidate RP(s) for KNN positioning algorithm, so, the parameter k is critical for the guarantee of location accuracy. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no reliable and efficient criterion for the selection of k in the WLAN indoor environment. Therefore, in order to fill this gap, WKNN algorithm is presented in Eq.(3) by distributing the candidate RP(s) with different weight ω .
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III. DEDUCTION FOR EXPECTED ERRORS
A. Parameters Definition
Following parameters related to mathematical deduction of expected errors for NN, KNN and WKNN DDPAs are listed in Table 1 . Probability of recorded at TP.
Expectation of function g with respect to
B. Presumptions
In order to effectively simplify the deduction process and extract the main factors which significantly influence accuracy performance of NN, KNN and WKNN positioning algorithms, following four presumptions should be satisfied.
1. Recorded RSSs at each point obey the Gaussian distribution and the associated mean values can be approximated by logarithmic attenuation model. 2. APs satisfy the independent and omni-directional radiation properties with equal power. 3. Positions of RPs satisfy the uniform and central symmetrical distribution properties. 4. Interval between neighboring RPs can be ignored.
C. Expected Error for NN Algorithm
Based on the presumptions 2, 3 and 4, the situation
⎦ is only considered because of the symmetry and simplicity purposes. And for the linear pattern, direction of vector 1 A T can also be determined without considering the condition of mirror point
which records the same strength as . T Because in the off-line phase, there is sufficient time for the RPs to record RSS from different detectable APs, and also based on presumptions 1, the mean values calculated by the logarithmic attenuation model shown in Eq.(4) can be pre-stored as the fingerprints in the radio map. However, for the recorded RSS at TP, it should obey the Gaussian distribution because of insufficient RSS samples condition (real-time requirement) and dynamics (time, direction and temperature interference, et al). Therefore, the model for RSS distributions recorded at RPs and TP can be described by Fig.1. ( ) From Fig.1 , with presumption of , is selected as the TP's estimated position by satisfying the following relationship. 
Based on error function
Substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq.(7) leads to 
And the associated positioning error 1,t ε is ( )
Based on 3σ principle, the probability of received power outside 3 , 3 
According to the Eqs. (8), (9) and (11), the expected 
Therefore, the probability of satisfying Eq. (14) ( ) 
Finally, based on Eqs. (11), (13) 
Specially, in order to analyze accuracy performance of the KNN positioning algorithm with the fixed value k , can be eliminated from
E. Expected Error for WKNN Algorithm
From Eq.(5), probability of (20) where, ( ) (17) and (22) by presumption of logarithmic attenuation model.
IV. ADAPTIVE AUTOCORRELATION PREPROCESSING
A. Autocorrelation Property
According to the previous discussion about accuracy performance of DDPAs, calculation of expected errors significantly depends on the presumptions of logarithmic attenuation model and Gaussian distribution for the recorded RSS at RPs and TP. Therefore, in order to verify the accuracy of DDPAs in real-world WLAN indoor areas, following three conditions are satisfied.
1. Only one AP is utilized for the location estimation. 
A. Experimental Test-bed
We perform our experiments in the office environment of the School of Electronics and Information Engineering of Harbin Institute of Technology (Harbin, China) as shown in Fig.3 . Dimensions of this area are 66.4×24.9m 2 with metal doors, large windows in aluminum frames, brick walls and ceilings. There is a total of 9 detectable Linksys WAP54G APs, all of which are fixed 2m height and distributed on the same floor. We label these APs supporting 802.11 b/g protocols from 1 to 9 in our experiment ( )
On average, each location in this area is covered by at least four APs. And the allocation of WLAN channels should also be optimized to avoid co-channel overlapping. We Use ASUS A8F laptop with Intel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG network connection wireless card to collect 300 original strength samples from each detectable AP at each RPs to construct the radio map. And the sampling rate is two samples per second. Obviously, from Fig. 4 , we have 1. Adaptive autocorrelation-based DDPAs perform better than the traditional ones, especially in the region 2 with the Gaussian distribution. When autocorrelation preprocessing is utilized in region 2, the errors are 20.7% to 33.4% less than traditional ones in the condition of . And also, average errors with optimal parameter are decreased by 33.4% and 32.9% for the KNN and WKNN algorithms. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The expected errors and confidence probabilities for DDPAs are mathematical deduced in the conditions of large-scale logarithmic attenuation models and Gaussian distributions. One important message of this paper is that WKNN outperforms KNN not only because of our traditional concepts of distributing larger weights to the RPs with smaller z T m P P − , but by the reason of its dependence to strength distributions at TPs. Furthermore, because of the inadequate samples recorded at TPs and existence of singular strength that is generated by the interference of neighboring frequency, directions of NIC, measurement duration, temperature and humidity, the adaptive autocorrelation preprocessing is utilized to improve the accuracy of current DDPAs. And also, based on experimental results in the real-world WLAN indoor areas, the adaptive autocorrelation-based DDPAs are verified to outperform the traditional ones, especially in the Gaussian environment. And the errors by KNN and WKNN can be significantly decreased by 33.4% and 32.9% via the autocorrelation preprocessing.
However, there is also a need to consider the computation complexity of adaptive autocorrelationbased DDPAs because of the requirements of portable and inexpensive terminals. 
